I asked Pastor Rodgers his one favorite thing from the Zambia mission trip and
this is his reply. “Village preaching, communion service, their special song they
signed for us.” Narrowing it down to one thing is obviously impossible. Next, I
asked him what he no longer took for granted after this trip. He said,“I no longer
take for granted the many conveniences I have in my spoiled life - the resources of
financial opportunity, medical services and benefits.
Striving for the unrelenting joy of Christ through
contentment and humility is what I learned from
my experience in Livingstone. Sincerity and
simplicity from Christ stood out to me most of all namely
through John and Tammy, Boneface, Levy, and the pastors,
Coster and Christian, of the Deaf Baptist Bible Church.”

When Bailey was asked about her favorite thing, she said: “My favorite part
of the trip was being with the children at Holy Cross. I believe mission work
is often looked at as just giving money, but even though that is part of it, it
was awesome to bond and form relationships with the
kids and get to know them.” She also shared that she
took her car for granted after watching the Zambian
people joyfully travel by foot in all weather conditions.
Realization hit us when we drove 5-6 miles (one-way) to
the home of a deaf student, Zangi, knowing he walked
that route daily to the deaf school and seeing the deaf church members start their hour and
15 minute walk home whether in the cold, blazing heat or rain. “For the joy of the Lord is your
strength” (Nehemiah 8:10b).
We go on mission trips to be a
blessing: but once we
experience the people, their
joy and their love, we leave
with a greater appreciation of
our blessings. My prayer is
that my new perspective lasts
and that the joy and humility
of the Zambian people will
reign in my heart as well as those experiencing
missions with me. Would you consider stepping out
of your comfort zone to experience missions?
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Have you ever taught a lesson or shared with a group and
when you sat down, you said, “I sure blew it!” When I had
the opportunity to teach the ladies in Kazangula the I AM
statements of Jesus in scripture, I was thrilled. When my
translator just laughed after I said a sentence and the others
said they didn’t understand “your” English, I knew we were in
trouble. Mr. Boneface
graciously came in and
translated the lesson but I felt
like it fell
flat. The
problem
was I was
focused on
my teaching
and his translating and forgot the power of
the Word of God (Hebrews 4:12). Pastor
Levy told us that after we left, Melody and Jennifer, became
personally acquainted with I AM and are now connected to
the True Vine (John 15:1). Thank you for praying!
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